
What is the difference in computational effort for the two different approaches?
Regardless of the method used, the two nominal strengths must be computed (if a
stress approach is used with ASD, an equivalent computation must be made). With
LRFD, the nominal strengths are multiplied by resistance factors. With ASD, the
nominal strengths are divided by load factors. Up to this point, the number of steps
is the same. The difference in effort between the two methods involves the load side
of the relationships. In LRFD, the loads are factored before adding. In ASD, in most
cases the loads are simply added. Therefore, for tension members LRFD requires
slightly more computation.
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S O L U T I O N

A double-angle shape is shown in Figure 3.5. The steel is A36, and the holes are for
1⁄2-inch-diameter bolts. Assume that Ae = 0.75An.
a. Determine the design tensile strength for LRFD.

b. Determine the allowable strength for ASD.

Section 2L5 × 3 × 5⁄16 LLBB

FIGURE 3.5

Figure 3.5 illustrates the notation for unequal-leg double-angle shapes. The notation
LLBB means “long-legs back-to-back,” and SLBB indicates “short-legs back-to-
back.”

When a double-shape section is used, two approaches are possible: (1) consider
a single shape and double everything, or (2) consider two shapes from the outset.
(Properties of the double-angle shape are given in Part 1 of the Manual.) In this
example, we consider one angle and double the result. For one angle, the nominal
strength based on the gross area is

There are two holes in each angle, so the net area of one angle is

The effective net area is

Ae = =0 75 2 019 1 514. ( . ) . in.2

An = − ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

+⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

× =2 41
5

16

1

2

1

8
2 2 019. . in.2

P F An y g= = =36 2 41 86 76( . ) . kips
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The nominal strength based on the net area is

a. The design strength based on yielding of the gross area is

The design strength based on fracture of the net area is

Because 65.86 kips < 78.08 kips, fracture of the net section controls, and the design
strength for the two angles is 2 × 65.86 = 132 kips.

b. The allowable stress approach will be used. For the gross section,

The corresponding allowable load is

For the net section,

The corresponding allowable load is

Because 43.91 kips < 52.06 kips, fracture of the net section controls, and the allow-
able strength for the two angles is 2 × 43.91 = 87.8 kips.

F At e = =29 1 514 43 91( . ) .  kips

F Ft u= = =0 5 0 5 58 29. . ( )  ksi

F At g = =21 6 2 41 52 06. ( . ) . kips

F Ft y= = =0 6 0 6 36 21 6. . ( ) .  ksi

ft nP = =0 75 87 81 65 86. ( . ) . kips

f t nP = =0 90 86 76 78 08. ( . ) . kips

P F An u e= = =58 1 514 87 81( . ) .  kips

50 Chapter 3 Tension Members

3.3 EFFECTIVE AREA
Of the several factors influencing the performance of a tension member, the manner
in which it is connected is the most important. A connection almost always weakens
the member, and the measure of its influence is called the joint efficiency. This factor
is a function of the ductility of the material, fastener spacing, stress concentrations at
holes, fabrication procedure, and a phenomenon known as shear lag. All contribute to
reducing the effectiveness of the member, but shear lag is the most important.

Shear lag occurs when some elements of the cross section are not connected, as
when only one leg of an angle is bolted to a gusset plate, as shown in Figure 3.6. The
consequence of this partial connection is that the connected element becomes over-
loaded and the unconnected part is not fully stressed. Lengthening the connected
region will reduce this effect. Research reported by Munse and Chesson (1963)
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